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Congratulations on completing your 

True Colors® International 

Online Assessment! 
 

According to the way in which you responded to the questions, your True Colors 

personality spectrum is Green - Orange - Gold - Blue.   

 

 

Brightest- Most Dominant 

This indicates that your strongest, most dominant personality traits 

are Green. The characteristics in this number one spot on your 

color spectrum indicate the ones you most prefer to operate from.  

Unless you chose responses that represent the skills you are 

required to use on a daily basis instead of the ones you prefer to 

use, they are most likely the attributes you draw upon when you are 

being your most natural self, the ones that happen automatically, 

like writing with your dominant hand. 

 

 

 

 

Second Color- Extremely Influential 

The second color in your spectrum is Orange. Your second color 

Orange will have a major influence on your first color, Green. 

Sometimes it will even out-shine your first color. Your second 

color, Orange will often be confused by others as being your first 

color, Green because you are able, and do, call on your secondary 

color strengths in regular and pertinent situations. 
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Third – The Back-up 

The third color in your spectrum is Gold. Your third color, Gold 

is not so much an obvious part of your personality however it is an 

important fall – back position for your first two, especially in when 

these strengths are required and appropriate. Your Gold abilities 

support your Green andOrange  personality traits, however you 

can feel depleted if you are called on to use these skills for extended 

periods. 

 

 

Fourth- Palest 

The last color in your spectrum is Blue. This is significant because 

these characteristics are the least natural to you. You may admire 

them in others, or more commonly, these are the traits that cause 

the most irritation or conflict with others. This is because they are 

the least natural for you, and chances are, the least understood or 

appreciated. 

 

Your True Colors® 

 

The color that we operate in will be influenced by the activity 
 

Your True Colors spectrum is a combination of the four color styles: Blue, Gold, Green 

and Orange.  One color will, most likely, be more dominant than the rest, however your 

personality will be influenced by the needs of situation you are operating in and the 

general environment. This does not mean that your personality changes, it is just a 

reflection or an individual’s use of the full scope of their personality traits adapting to 

complete a task or to conform to a requirement or group. Your Gold may be required to 

take on a leadership or planning role, or your Green to complete a research or 

development project, your Blue to find empathy in a parenting situation or your Orange 

in a social setting. Certain interpersonal interactions may brighten different aspects of 

your personality, a visit to your Accountants may require for you to draw on your Gold or 

spending time with . This is because the people in our environment have a definite 

influence on our behaviors. Our basic character ingredients may remain the same, but 

who we are with or what role we’re playing may influence what color is in operation at 

any given time. Sometimes we even find ourselves pressured to act in certain ways to be 

accepted or fit in. 

 

Keep this in mind when determining your True Colors or the colors of others. Look for 

the underlying motivation for the behavior. If a person is following the rules because it is 

the appropriate and responsible thing to do, it is different than someone following the 

rules to keep harmony or to be liked or accepted by others. Notice that the action is the 

same but the motivation behind it is different. 
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Uniquely YOU! 
 

As you read through this personalized report you will recognize the blend of your color 

characteristics, from your most dominant and second color to your third and perhaps a 

hint of your palest color.  This report, although extensive, simply scratches the surface of 

your personality.  Like the iceberg that shows only its tip above the water.  There is so 

much more underneath.  Use this report as a treasure map to begin or contribute to your 

journey of self exploration. Its purpose is to provide an entertaining glance into your 

personality and spark your curiosity to investigate further. Enjoy the experience of 

gaining awareness of your own strengths, values, and unique style! 

 

 

"Man's main task in life is to give birth to himself, to become what he potentially is. 

The most important product of his effort is his own personality."  -Erich Fromm 

 

Rational Pragmatist's 

Green color types prize competence and clarity of thought. They are ingenious 

individuals who are both independent and creative. Greens like knowledge and the power 

that comes with it. To understand, control, predict, and explain reality drives many 

Greens. Note that these are also the four aims of Science. Thus, many Scientists are 

Green. The power that Greens seek comes from competency, ability, skill, and ingenuity. 

Greens must be competent. Because Greens are so serious about the knowledge that with 

which they must be competent, they frequently gain outstanding proficiency in their 

fields. We value their vision, their global outlook, and their precision in solving 

problems. 

 

 

The unexamined life is not worth living.  ―Socrates 
 

 

 

Being Innovative 

To esteem yourself, you need to feel competent. You want to understand and control the 

realities of life. As a result, you develop many areas of ability, creating a sense of 

personal power and self-worth. Green people feel best about themselves when solving 

problems. You feel appreciated when your ideas receive recognition. You are a complex 

individualist with strong analytical ability. Even though you do not often express your 

emotions openly, you still do experience deep feelings. As abstract thinkers, Greens are 

often tied to symbols representing genius; the challenges of science, the complexity and 

constructs of models and systems, and the perfect symmetry of structures such as the 

great Pyramids. 
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Innovative and Rational 

You believe in constant improvement - there is always a better way to do things that has 

just not been discovered yet. Your curious mind coupled with your love of research will 

often come up with solutions to any number of complex technical or simple daily issues. 

Visionary and independent you can tune out to the world as you work on things that 

capture your attention. You are most productive when you can perfect an idea, then move 

on and leave the project to be maintained and supported by others. You work well with 

complex strategies, abstract concepts and theoretical models. Bureaucracy and structure 

bother you as you enjoy being able to take risks as you test your innovative ideas. 

 

 

It is not worth an intelligent man's time to be in the majority, 

there are already enough people to do that.   ―G.H. Hardy 
 

 
 

Pragmatist 

Competence and clarity of thought are your chief concerns. The source of your positive 

self-esteem is your intellect. You are an ingenious and creative individual, often feeling 

out-of-step with others due to you different and original way of viewing the world. 

Futuristic in your out-look, you embrace, or develop, new technologies and concepts far 

in advance of the general population. Time alone is your pleasure, giving you an 

uninterrupted opportunity to extend your mind and focus on a task. Inter-personal skills 

are not your strong suite, and some may consider you to be a ‘loner’ due to your lack of 

social ease. The truth is that you feel your emotions deeply, you just do not display them 

openly, this often cause people to think you are cool or aloof. “Near enough is good 

enough” is a saying that will infuriate you, a perfectionist by nature you will work 

tirelessly to achieve to your own high standards. 
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Logic and intellect 

Green expresses itself psychologically as the will in operation; as perseverance and 

tenacity. Green is an expression of firmness and constancy and, above all, of resistance to 

change. It indicates constancy of viewpoint as well as constant self-awareness; in that 

possession is regarded as both security and self-esteem, green places a high value on the 

“I” in all forms of possession and self-affirmation. Persons with green as a primary color 

want to increase certainty of their own values. They do this either by assertiveness (by 

holding fast to an idealized perception they have of themselves), or by the knowledge 

they expect from others in deference to their possessions, whether because of their greater 

wealth or in terms of their superiority in physical, educational, or cultural attainment. 

 

 

 

“Feelings should never supersede rational thought... so, if you 

feel that you've got the answer, you should think some more.   

―Julie Ann Elliott-Morton 
 

 
 

Abstract and Futuristic 

Being abstract and futuristic Greens are often hard for the other color styles to fathom. 

Your behaviors, interests and dress code seldom conform to what would be considered to 

be regular. Perhaps you may be seen as an ‘odd-ball’ or at least bohemian, you are not a 

mainstream person nor do not desire to be so. Often drawn to the sciences, technology, 

the arts, or engineering, Greens are competent and serious. You have a complex and 

philosophical natures often with a global outlook. You may appear to the world cool, 

calm and collected, but you hold your feelings deeply. To be seen being overly emotional 

would be embarrassing to you as you feel such displays of emotion as being foolish. 

Public displays of affection, gushy outpourings and overt flattery are things that make a 

Green uncomfortable. You are a natural standard setter and perfectionist, often happily 

immersing yourself in research to validate you ideas. 
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In Childhood 
 

As children, we may or may not have grown up in environments that encouraged us to let 

our True Colors show.  Some parents may have admired and fostered creativity, 

imagination, and self-expression. Some supported conventionality and neatness, while 

others promoted risk-taking and competition. Still others taught the cultivation of 

competence and intellectual pursuits. It is common for parents, teachers, and even 

communities to attempt to instill their values in others.  If they are not aware of the 

importance of supporting an individual’s own gifts and preferences, these individuals or 

groups may end up rewarding the behaviors they label as “good” or “appropriate” and 

punishing behaviors they do not understand or approve of.  When children think they 

have not lived up to their parents’, teachers’, or community’s expectations they may feel 

inadequate or even defective.   

 

Green is the style of behavior that is reflected in your childhood. You worked best by 

yourself, liking to focus on your ideas until your desire for understanding was satisfied. 

At school, you were easily bored if a subject held no interest for you or the teacher did 

not garner your respect. Some times it was hard to prioritize as there were so many things 

that stirred your curiosity. 

 

 

“Without education, we are in a horrible and deadly danger of 

taking educated people seriously.   ―G.K Chesterton 
 

 

 

All Grown Up? 

As adults we can have more control over the behaviors we choose.  However, some of us 

still may believe the old labels and behave accordingly. Many have held jobs they 

hated—just to make a living. Some are still criticized by spouses, family members, 

bosses or even friends for behaving or not behaving in manners they deem appropriate.  

We may even feel that we must pursue activities or causes that others consider suitable, 

enjoyable, or worthwhile, just to be accepted. Many of us have lived up to—or down to—

our labels.  Fortunately, many people have at least some family or friends that they can 

“be themselves” with and “let their True Colors show”.  Others are not that lucky.  They 

may never have been validated for their own unique values, abilities, and preferences. 

 

Now it is your opportunity to shine—to be esteemed for being who you are and to foster 

self-expression in others so they may shine too. 
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Communication 

 

Have you ever tried to communicate something to someone and it just didn’t come out 

right?  Or perhaps you thought it came out right but they took it wrong?  Why is it that 

communication flows so smoothly with some while with others it can be bumpy and 

frustrating?  Of course the mood you are in, your relationship with the person, (boss to 

subordinate, spouse, best friend…) and your background, such as education or expertise 

in an area, will have an influence on the way you communicate—but there is something 

more.  The way you communicate with others has a great deal to do with your True 

Colors communication style. 

 

Your Style 

When interacting with others, your communication style comes across as Orange.       

You are and engaging and lively communicator able to skip from one subject to the next 

with ease. You prefer conversations that are light and fun, or direct and to the point. 

Negative or intensely emotional or detailed conversation will quickly lose your interest. 

You often animated orators,  speaking quickly and passionately. Your vocal range will 

often be high as you engage in the excitement and passion you have for your subject. You 

may find your self talking simultaneously or interrupting the conversations of others in 

you energetic flow of thoughts and words. Oranges are the most ‘in the now’ of the color 

styles and this can make them magnetic in appeal to others. When their attention is upon 

someone or something, they are total engrossed. This attention is not usually given in 

long bursts as there is much that excites and distracts an Orange personality.    

Oranges generally like to be playful, to have a laugh and a joke, delighting in the 

spontaneity and action of the moment. When speaking they may want to "enhance" their 

communication by elaborating on certain aspects and painting "larger than life" stories. It 

is a special joy to Oranges not to have to concern themselves about being appropriate or 

moderating their loudness or ribald behavior. 

 

If you find that others seem to be stopped by your style of communication, use the 

following tips to temporarily adapt your own fashion to build bridges for communication. 

Once the bridges are established, you will have more freedom to express yourself in your 

preferred style. 
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Listen To Understand - Unless you are talking with another Orange, you may 

need to consider slowing down your dialogue to accommodate those who do not move 

with the speed you do. Practice finishing sentences, moderating volume and tonality, and 

waiting for appropriate pauses to speak. Consider the intention and information offered to 

you, rather than just thinking about what you are going to say next. 

 

Too Much Haste can be Counter Productive - With your resilient and 

forthright personality you may sometimes you may miss the sensibilities of others or just 

choose to disregard them in your hurry. To avoid delays caused by ‘too much haste and 

not enough speed” causing errors and unnecessary misunderstandings take the time to 

consider the ‘norms’ of the situation and the established patterns of communication. Keep 

in mind this will benefit your out-comes. 

 

Frame directions with Respect - Frame your request so that it does not come 

across as a demand and you are more likely to get the response you desire. “Would you 

mind..” “I would appreciate it if you would...” “I can see what you are saying, do you 

mind if I express my opinion?” 

 

 

Much speech is one thing, well timed speech is another. 

-Sophocles 

 

Be Aware of your Audience - Your stories are fun and entertaining, but not 

necessarily appropriate or well received in all situations. Embellishing can make a story 

more engaging, but too much, too often can have people not believing you. Take a 

moment to be aware of your audience and their responses. 

 

Communicate your Changed Plans - You pride yourself in being fluid and 

flexible, however sometimes others are still left with the expectation of the ‘old’ plan. To 

reduce confusion, keep communication lines open and others informed of your changed 

mind. 

 

Playfulness can be Misconstrued - Your playfulness and jokes may not 

always be well received. Others may think your light hearted teasing is your being mean, 

harsh, picky or inconsiderate. Look for the Oranges in the group for the ‘fun’ element and 

be aware of the sensibilities of the other color styles. 
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Communicating Across the Spectrum 
 

Fortunately, learning to communicate “in color” is remarkably easy. And it not only 

improves your interactions, it changes your effectiveness in virtually everything you 

do. It is surprising how many people experience better results in communicating 

after just a few adjustments to their approach. The following descriptions will help 

you recognize the communication manner of the other color styles in the True 

Colors International system and provide tips for getting your message across. Since 

we are all a blend of the four color styles, you may even recognize some of your own 

attributes in the communication styles of the others.  

  

Green Communication 
Greens for the most part, communicate for the purpose of gaining or sharing information.  

During a conversation, their attention is usually focused on the matter at hand, not on the 

relationship. 
 

• Logical and objective 

• Includes facts and information 

• Big picture, conceptual 

• Questioning, critiquing 

• Wry sense of humor 
 

Tips for Communicating with Greens: 

• Allow them time to ponder 

• Skip the “small talk” 

• Avoid redundancy 

• Give big picture or point first, then fill in details if asked 

• Don’t misinterpret their need for info as interrogation 

 

Blue Communication  
A Blue’s world revolves around people, relationships, and fostering growth in themselves 

and others. When speaking, they first focus their attention on establishing a relationship 

or reconnecting with the person. The information they wish to convey is woven into this.  
 

• Friendly, helpful, empathetic 

• Optimistic 

• Expressive with emotion 

• Fostering or maintaining harmony 

• May use metaphors to embellish points 
 

Tips for Communicating with Blues: 

• Acknowledge them 

• Show appreciation 

• Include them 

• Have patience 

• Don’t “bark” orders 
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Gold Communication 
Golds are generally respectful and responsible.   They listen for details so they know 

what their part is.  They usually size up a situation for what would be most appropriate 

before responding.  

 

• Purposeful, plans ahead 

• Respectful, appropriate 

• Supportive of policies and rules 

• Detail oriented, chronological 

• Loyal, devoted 

 

Tips for Communicating with Golds: 

• Be prepared, give details 

• Stay on target, be consistent 

• Show respect 

• Don’t interrupt 

• Recognize their contributions 

 

Orange Communication 
Generally, Oranges want to share their opinion the minute it hits their mind.  Interested in 

taking action and being expedient, they may skip the softeners and go straight for the 

“punch-line.”  

 

• Casual, playful 

• Spontaneous, now oriented 

• Fast-paced, changes subjects frequently 

• Straightforward 

• Active, involved, mobile 

  

Tips for Communicating with Oranges:  
 

• Use “sound bites” 

• Move with them while they multitask 

• Appreciate their flair 

• Allow options and flexibility 

• Lighten up 

 

Learning to recognize and understand the different communication styles of each color 

can sometimes take some concentration at first. Because we all have differing amounts of 

all four colors in our spectrum, pay attention to broad themes. For example, everyone can 

be caring, kind, and considerate-not just Blues and Golds. Be careful not to start seeing 

things as only black or white. If you watch for the overall tone, you’ll notice patterns 

emerging. So pay attention to the current situation. Look at, listen to and experience the 

other person before proceeding.  It is very important that you meet people where they are. 
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Practice until you no longer have to consciously think about or plan your communication. 

It just happens automatically. When you use the communication techniques in this 

document and the others included in your Member site, you will start to experience 

results. It may be more transformational than you realize. You’ve probably noticed that as 

you’re learning about True Color®, you’re already beginning to apply it to the 

circumstances and people in your life. 

 

 

The quality of your life is the quality of your communication. 

  -Anthony Robbins 

 

 

Listen to This! 

Gold is your listening type - you like to be sure that you have heard correctly and can 

respond in an appropriate and careful manner. Being ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ is important to 

you, and you listen carefully to see that you are in agreement with the speaker. If they 

seem to be irrational, immoral, insubstantial or politically unaligned with you, it may be 

difficult for you accept their message in full. You will also look for any direction 

contained in the message that you may need to take to complete a task or use to stabilize 

a situation. You hold your loyalties close and will always be aware of your allegiances in 

your conversations. Any perceived slight towards yourself and those you feel a 

guardianship towards will make you feel extremely uncomfortable and you may not be 

able to accept the message that is being delivered. 
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At Work 
 

You derive genuine pleasure from your work. It represents a continual quest for 

knowledge. Work is a means for providing comfort, but it is also a source of recreation. 

on any day away form regular work, you will find a task to occupy you, to be idle is to be 

worthless. 

 

On a work team or at a meeting 

It is important to recognize that everyone has all four colors in their True Colors 

spectrum to varying degrees. At work, people may access different parts of their 

spectrum depending upon the specific circumstances. Your responses to the assessment 

indicate that on a work team you access the Blue in your spectrum by putting the 

teammates above the tasks. You help get everyone involved in the process and value each 

individuals unique contribution. Blues lead from the heart, so will often use ‘I feel...” 

language to describe a situation. You are warm, friendly and optimistic. Your office or 

work space reflects your personality; with images and words displayed around you that 

have personal meaning to you. You encourage personal growth and look for the 

significance of the mission. 

 

At meetings you are inclined to diplomatic and have excellent interpersonal and 

communication skills. You recognize others’ qualities and provide praise, 

acknowledgement and motivational encouragement. You bring passion and enthusiasm 

when you feel the work is meaningful. You champion people and causes  making sure 

everyone on the team feels included and appreciated in the process. 
 

Achieving the Objective 

You are an inspirational leader, supporting each team member in their personal and 

career development. When you speak you often use analogies to convey your vision for 

the individual, team or project. A mission or a goal that is aligned with your values and 

desire for world betterment and human kindness will be most motivating for you. Your 

goal is equality, and you aim to involve all team members and workmates in the journey 

to the best results. Your idea of the best out-come may, however, differ from that of 

others; you believe that the personal element is just as important as the practical results. 

This may have you come into conflict with the more pragmatic and Machiavellian 

members of the group. 

 

 

Coming together is a beginning. 

Keeping together is progress. 

Working together is success. 

   ―Henry Ford 
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Potential Challenges 

It is Gold in your spectrum that appears to cause the most challenges when you are on a 

work team or participating in meetings. In your desire for order and structure is 

confronted when other do not adhere to the rules and systems or are not diligent in their 

work or punctual in their time-keeping. Chaos and delays, constant changes of direction 

cause you stress. You can get impatient when a project gets delayed and may end up 

putting the project demands before people needs. If you feel others are not pulling their 

own weight or slacking on follow-through you tend to want to micromanage the details or 

pick up the slack for others in order to accomplish the goal. If your dutiful nature pushes 

you to take on the responsibilities of others too frequently, you are at risk of feeling 

unappreciated and can grow resentful trying to do everything for everyone. It is difficult 

when you can see that something needs to be done and get upset when others are not 

working as hard as you are. This tension is increased if you are without authority to 

delegate to others. This can lead to a pessimistic attitude and the urge to voice your 

frustrations and “nit pick”. You can appear ‘righteous’ and controlling, when you are just 

attempting to to get the job done. You have a clear understanding of the path toward 

completion and have little patience for those who do not adhere to the plan or do not take 

the situation seriously enough. This can often lead to confrontations and conflict. 
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Others’ Perceptions 
 

Do you notice how you are perceived through the eyes 

of others? Many of us strive to make sure our actions 

are acceptable to others and society. Others don’t give 

it much concern. Try as we might, people may label 

any of our admirable characteristics as being less than 

appealing if they wouldn’t act that way themselves. 

When the motivation behind someone’s behavior is not 

understood, it can be interpreted in unfavorable ways. 

In fact, what one might perceive as a “negative” quality 

is oftentimes an exaggeration of a “good” quality. Since there are multiple ways to label 

any given behavior, why would it be beneficial for us to know how other people may 

view ours?   

 

When we are aware of how our own behavior is affecting others, we can make choices. 

We may think, “Yes, I do that and it is a part of myself that I cherish.” Or, “Gee, I didn’t 

know I did that. Thank you for pointing that out to me so that I can become aware and 

change it if I choose.” For example, have you ever had the opportunity to hear yourself 

on a tape machine? If so, did you sound the way you thought you did? Many times when 

people hear their voices played back, they are surprised at the speed, style, or even accent 

of their words. Frequently, after people hear something in their speech they were not 

aware of before, they make some kind of modifications based on the feedback they 

received. 

 

 

And since you know you cannot see yourself, so well as by 

reflection, I, your glass, will modestly discover to yourself, 

that of yourself which you yet know not of. 

-William Shakespeare  
 

 

Keeping this in mind as you read, think of situations in which the following traits may 

apply to you. Notice whether you are coming across to others in ways other than you 

intended. Instead of hoping others will change and clearly understand your intentions, 

pay attention to the contributions you are bringing to the situation. Remember, it is your 

choice whether to modify your behaviors or not. Feedback is a gift. You may choose to 

use this gift in any way you desire. Validate yourself for who you are, and know when, 

where, and how you wish to best express yourself. 

 

From the lists provided on the assessment, your top selection of ways your behavior 

could be "misinterpreted" by others included attributes associated with the Orange 

personality style. 
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Others May See Orange As:  
 

Loud and tactless - In their enthusiasm an Orange can often miss the non-verbal 

cues of others and use loud, fast or inappropriate language in their dealings and cause 

offence by not considering the feelings of others. 

 
   

Unreliable - Unreliable 
 

  

Trivial - Does not take life or their responsibilities seriously. Would rather play than 

work. 
 

  

Opportunist - Lives out-side the rules, they are for the other people and will take 

opportunity with out consideration for the fairness of the situation. Proudly rebels against 

the system for their own advantage. 
 

  

Inconsistent - Jumps from one thing to another, loses interest and focus quickly. 

Either does not deliver a finished product or delivers at the 11th hour. 
 
  

Bulldozing - Charges in and ‘shoots from the hip’. Not considerate of the chaos that 

they can cause or the upset of others. Not tactful or considerate. 

 

 

What we see in others says more about ourselves than it does 

about them. –Anais Nin 
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Orange  May See Self As:  
 

 

Direct - You speak your mind so that others may know where they stand with you. 

Expressing your honest opinion is important to you. 
 
 

Casual - You are easy to get a long with and flexible in your expectations. You don’t 

avoid conflict as you believe in being direct, but don’t hold grudges. A confrontation is 

just another sort of discussion to you. 
 

 

Physical - Your life is action packed, and results are important to you, but so is the joy 

of the journey. 
 

 

Multi-skilled - You are enthusiastic, competitive and able to address a situation in 

many ways. Having a number of projects happening at one time keeps your interested 

and exhilarated. 
 
 

Trouble shooter - You shine in a crisis with your ability to act on a moments notice. 

Responsive and inventive. 
 
 

Adventurous – You embrace change and variety and can reprioritize in a moment. 

Capable and adaptable, you are happy to try new ways of doing things. 
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Time Management 
 

As with your communication style, how you manage your time depends on a lot of 

things; your lifestyle, the number of people and activities that have a claim on your time, 

the “time habits” you have developed over the years, and of course – your personality.  

 

 

Oranges work very well in crisis situations and are rarely afraid 

of taking risks. If there is a need for you to do something 

critical, others just need to point out the challenge and you will 

immediately address it. You love both the challenge of the task 

and responding to the crises and  seem to have a knack for 

expediency, to do whatever needs to be done. Oranges have 

positive attitudes and are only temporarily defeated by 

setbacks. You are a true survivor. You also possess an endurance far beyond the other 

personality types. Other types at times, tend to see the Oranges as impulsive, but, in 

reality, it is your strong need and drive for action that others may be misjudging. You 

truly hunger for action and, conversely, get bored with inactivity. As managers you are 

great encouragers or motivators, a master of the “grand gesture.” You tend to live life, as 

well as manage, in large strokes and, therefore, need the skills of the Golds on staff to 

pick up the details and work toward closure. 

  
 

Some tips for the Orange time management style include: 
 

Write and Action Plan 

Focus your attention; try writing a list of priorities, and then set some time to each item 

on the list. Review this list at the end of each day or week. As much as possible, stick to 

your action plan and don’t allow yourself to be distracted. 
 

The definition of a Shortcut 

Taking shortcuts often feel like your are saving time, until you have to go back and fix 

things. Remember the definition of a shortcut; the longest distance between point A and 

point B. Often the established routine is kept in place because it works. 

 

Find Some Order 

Take the time to clear the clutter from your environment and you will find that your time 

is less spent on finding, or working around things, and will allow you greater productivity 

with less stress. 
 

Avoid Rushing 

Give yourself extra time, start the day just a little earlier, leave for your appointments a 

few extra minutes than necessary, make provisions for traffic delays. The adrenal rush 

that is released when rushing, and the stress of the prospect of be late are major stressors 

for you. 
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Stress 
 

When a person uses their skills, talents, and natural preferences in positive, resourceful 

ways they are “shining brightly” or showing their True 

Colors in positive ways. They have a sense of worth 

and self-respect or what we often refer to as positive 

self-esteem 

 

When a person experiences major or long – term stress, 

they feel like they have no control over their 

circumstances, or perceives they are being threatened or 

victimized, their self - esteem can start heading 

downhill, and they can begin to “fade.” In these circumstances, normal behaviors can 

shift to defense mechanisms carried with us from the past. Even when people are 

experiencing success in some areas of their life, they may begin to fade under prolonged 

periods of stress on other areas. 

 

Things that might be stressful to one person or style may be exciting or motivating to 

another. Although there are variations in the ways people react to circumstances, there 

are some general themes among the different styles. Your responses on the assessment 

indicate a Blue variety of stressors. Any one of the styles could possibly become stressed 

by these situations; they are not restricted to dominant Blue, just more common. And the 

suggestions that follow can be applied across the spectrum as well. 
 

Common Blue Stressors 

- Disharmony 

- Isolation or not being included 

- Rejection 

- Lack of tolerance 

- Negativity 

- Being "used" or taken advantage of 

- Insensitivity 

- Insincerity 

- Lack of romance or touch 

- Lack of cooperation  

- Lack of trust, being betrayed 

- Lack of acknowledgment or appreciation 

- Personal critisicisim 

- Not able to share  

- Others in distress 

- Saying "no" 
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Stress Tips for Blue 
Pleasing others can be taxing for a Blue; often taking on others problems or work load. 

To remember that you can not give from an ‘empty cup’ is important for your wellbeing. 

If you are constantly in stressful environments, filled with negativity or conflict, it is in 

your nature to be prone to emotional out-bursts, teariness, physical exhaustion, and 

depression. When overwhelmed by a situation your self-confidence is lowered and you 

will often react in a passive-aggressive manner. The following are some suggestions: 
 

Accept the spectrum of emotions - What may appear to you to be aggressive, 

abrupt or rude behaviors may just be the way others, less sensitive by nature, express 

themselves. It is not always a personal attack, you may have just been in the wrong place, 

at the wrong time. Make allowances also for the less optimistic or emotionally resilient to 

have their sad or socially retracted times, before you try to cheer them. 
  

Look Before Leaping - “Used and abused”; this is often how you feel. However, in 

your heart of hearts, you recognize that the basis of your issues is your own desire to 

please and serve. ‘You teach people how to treat you’ so they say, and a Blue is often 

guilty of this. Learning to say “no” and stick by it, can revolutionize your life. Try 

offering sympathy with out advice, show care without offering to take on the work or 

challenges of others, give a hug rather than something you can not really afford to give - 

this may save you your health and your friendships. 
 

Reach Out - You need regular social contact to express yourself. If you are feeling cut 

off from the world, be courageous and reach out; join a group, volunteer, help at the local 

charity store or animal shelter. Making a regular commitment to interact with others has 

positive benefits for your self-esteem. 
 

Learn to Forgive - Learn to forgive, it is not about forgetting just about saving you 

any further wasted emotional time holding grudges or feeling vengeful. Aim to become 

your higher self, do you wish to become a bitter person who can not let go of negative 

thoughts? 
 

Release your Creativity - Release your creativity, uniqueness and individuality. 

Do you like to dance, draw or sing? When is the last time you got a chance to indulge in a 

passion and express your true self? 
 

Be Impeccable with Your Words - The ‘word’ is power; beware of your use of 

this powerful tool. It is not productive to be caught in a negative mental rut, being 

righteous, critical and stuck. It is important for you to listen to your own words and be 

aware of such words as ‘always, never, should..’ these words lead us to unrealistically 

negative concepts and leave no room for exceptions. Remember; to be human is to be 

imperfect. 
 

Practice Self Validation - Appreciation is expressed in many ways. Just because 

it is communicated in ways that you are not perhaps recognizing, don’t conclude that you 

are not respected for your efforts. Your happiness is an internal matter, take time to 

validate yourself rather than wait for it externally. 
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In Living Color 
In summation: you are a collector - perhaps of things that catch you undeniably curious 

mind, but definitely of ideas and information. It is in your nature to dive into a subject 

and immerse yourself in the understanding, and if possible, conquering of it. Tenacity and 

determination are key Green attributes that they fully utilize to master whatever subject 

catches their attention. The only thing that holds a Green back, apart from others who are 

less diligent or able, is their tendency to over think. The term ‘analyses paralysis’ was no 

doubt concocted for the Greens of this world. The forward thinking Greens are the 

pioneers of the future. 

 

 

Hide not your talents, they for use were made.  What’s a 

sun-dial in the shade?- Benjamin Franklin 
 

Applying True Colors 
  

As you stop and think about the insights you have gained so far by reading about your 

unique True Colors spectrum, you’ll realize how knowing this information can bring 

about shifts in the way you interact with the people in your life. This personalized report 

has provided information about your style, preferences, energizers, stressors, 

communication style and much more. Recognizing your own approach to life is just one 

aspect of the power of this True Colors International assessment.   
 

Another fun feature is that you can invite an unlimited number of observers to complete 

an Automated Online Assessment that allows you to see how others perceive you. You 

can also view and print several key articles to gain an even deeper understanding of the 

True Colors® model--how it was developed and why it works. 
 

Of course the key to outstanding personal effectiveness and enhancing relationships is not 

only knowing your own style, but finding out what makes others tick as well.  When you 

are able to recognize and appreciate the motivations and values of others, you open up a 

whole new world of possibilities.  Visit the True Colors International website at 

www.truecolorsintl.comhttp://www.true-colors.com/  to continue your adventure.  And 

remember, to 

 

Let Your True Colors® Show! 
True Colors® International / 3605 W. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 702 / Santa Ana, CA 92704 / Tel: (800) 422-

4686 (U.S.) or +1 (714) 437-5426 (International) / Fax: +1 (866) 374-8958 (Worldwide)

 

http://www.truecolorsintl.com/
http://www.true-colors.com/

